neolexon envisions to improve the traditional language therapy practices through digitization. We built easy-to-use solutions that can profit both the therapists and patients alike (e.g. adults after stroke or kids with developmental disorders). neolexon was repeatedly rewarded within the last years and gained a lot of paying customers. Already 50 health insurers in Germany reimburse the costs of our apps for patients.

We are currently looking for a Backend Developer to join our great team as technical lead. You will drive our tech-vision, discover and implement new technologies to scale up our system and supervise our system infrastructure as well as the whole technical development.

CTO (m/f/d)

Your profile:

- leadership and organizational abilities
- strategic thinking and problem-solving aptitude
- experience in Node.JS
- knowledge of MEAN stack is a plus
- maintaining AWS like cloud based infrastructure
- experience in system administration and DevOps
- ability to write shell scripts
- experience with Git version management
- familiarity with frontend languages (HTML, JavaScript Frameworks and CSS) beneficial

We offer:

- a leading position in a sustainably growing startup with a big customer base and an interesting, currently opening market (new legal possibilities for apps in healthcare market from 2020 on)
- a job with social impact in an interdisciplinary, international and highly motivated team
- permanent contract and opportunity to equity participation
- responsibility for technical development and employees
- start date 1st April or earlier
- equipment and quiet team office at WERK1 in Munich
- a very friendly and inspiring atmosphere, Spezi and coffee without limits

Want to be part of the digital transformation in healthcare? We are excited to hear from you! Send your application to: mona.spaeth@neolexon.de